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First Central Snow Sculpture A t
T-Hall To Reflect Carnival Theme
Polio Vaccine Comes
To Durham Children

The queen of Winter Carnival and her aides were selected by student
vote last Wednesday from this group of campus beauties. The candidates, se
lected by various campus housing units, are, seated from left to right: Ann
Mooney, Kappa Delta; Pat Thompson, Commons; Gail McAllister, Alpha
Chi Omega; Joanne Keith, Smith; Ginny Paulu, McLaughlin. Standing from
left to right: Diane Howe, South; Lorraine Smith, Sawyer; Eunice Pollis, Chi
Omega; Norma Russell, Phi Mu; Arlene Fitzpatrick, Theta Upsilon; Jean
Picard, Alpha X i Delta. Betty Ann Clark, Theta Upsilon, is missing from
this picture.

Celebrated Quartet
Gives Fine Program
The w orld famous Griller String
Quartet, now on its ninth American
tour, gave a magnificent performance
here at U N H last night. This unique
quartet was founded at the Royal
Academ y of M usic in London, where
Sidney Griller, Jack O ’ Brien, Philip
Burton and Colin H am pton _ met as
students and became the official quar
tet of the Academ y. From the date o f
their graduation to the present the
four young men have played as a unit
without a break. Their reputation for
perfection of ensemble is unexcelle-d
by any other group in the world. Their
concerts number over 2500 given in
Europe, the British Isles, Austrailia,
N ew Zealand, the United States and
Canada.
In 1939, the quartet came to the
United States after having given some
800 perform ances in Great Britain and
on the continent. Th ey made a sensa
tional debut in N ew Y ork and under
took "a continental tour with sixty re
citals. A t the beginning of the war the
quartet enlisted as a group and re
ceived the unprecedented designation
o f Official String Quartet of the
R .A .F . During the next few years they
gave hundreds of concerts for all
branches of the armed services, both
British and Allied. T h ey also appeared
at Buckingham Palace, the National
Gallery, and in A rm y Camps.
In 1950, all four members of the
quartet were made Fellows of the
Royal Academ y, which is limited to a
membership of 150.
Griller British Commander
The next year Sidney Griller was
made a Commander of the British
Empire. H e was one o f the youngest
men ever to receive such an honor and
the first member of a quartet to be so
recognized.
For the past six years the Grillers
have taught and served as quartet-inresidence at the University o f Califor
nia in Berkeley, with time out for con
cert tours.
Even though they started without
capital ,the four players have acquired
superb instruments, some o f the finest
in the world. The oldest of these was
made in 1626. These instruments are
now valued a $150,000. Also, the quar
tet has becom e entirely self-supporting.
Through long association and a
thorough unification of style, the
Grillers have achieved an unexcelled
perfection of blend.
The repertoire of the Griller Quartet
includes the whole range of string
quartet music from Hayden and M o
zart to the present with a dozen or
m ore com positions especially written
for them by contem oorary composers.
These enthusiastic musicians with
their brilliant masterly performance
shared with the audience the finest mu
sicianship, sensitivity, finish and bal
ance of tonal quality in the world
today.

Carnival Concert Features
Noel, Snow y Arrangements
U N H ’s Concert Choir, under the di
rection of Professor Bratton, will giye
a concert on Saturday, February 18, in
New Hampshire Hall at 1 p.m. as part
of the Winter Carnival weekend.
The program will feature music in the
popular vein including a “ snowy arrange
ment” of “Jingle Bells” ,; the T V favor
ite, “ One God” ; and “ Begin the Beguine” .
Tickets will be sold at the door for 40
cents.

Cam pus Chest Sets
G o a l O f $2000
The Campus Chest organization is
a beneficial, fund-raising organization.
This year’s goal is $2000, and all dona
tions will be made com pletely yn a
voluntary basis. The campaign week is
from April 7 to 14, April 13 being the
date o f Campus Chest Panorama.
This year’s contributions will go to:
N ew Hampshire Crippled Children,
N ew Hampshire Heart Association,
Daniel W ebster H om e for. Children,
Infantile Paralysis, Jimmy F u n d ,
United N egro College Fund A gency,
Inc.,
World
University
Service,
American Friends Service Committee,
Save the Children Federation, C A R E ,
and Medical Scholarships for African
Students.
The com m ittee heading this bene
ficial program is com posed o f the fol
low ing students: Nick Pitanis, chair
man; D ick Funke and D ick Swift, pub
licity; W en dy Jesseman, treasurer;
M ary M oore and Judy Leavitt, secre
taries; Cal Potter, allotments; Norm a
Farrar, adviser; and Ann D onovan and
M ary K ilgore, ex officio members.

Dr. Sorokin From Harvard
Guest Speaker At CO RICL
The
Steering C o m m i t t e e
of
C O R IC L announces its second out
standing guest speaker, Dr. Pitrim
Sorokin, D irector of the Research
Center on Creative Altruism at H ar
vard University, who will be featured
at the Conference on Religion in Col
lege L ife to be held at R olling Ridge
in N orth Andover, Massachusetts,
next April. Dr. Sorokin is noted for
his work in the field of sociology and
has written many well-known books.
A m on g these are Man and Society in
Calamity, The Reconstruction of Hu
manity, and Explorations in Altruistic
Love and Behavior.
It was announced a short time ago
that Dr. Chakravarty will also be fea
tured at the conference. Dr. Chakra
varty, who spent last summer with A l
bert Schweitzer
in Africa, was a
form er secretary to the India poet
Tagore, and participated in Ghandi’ s
Peace March in 1945.

New Editor Expresses Need
O f Increased Faculty Help
In a quest to make The N ew Hamp
shire meet the needs of all the University,
the Editorial Board is seeking the aid
of faculty members to a new and larger
degree than ever before.
At present an attempt is being made
to set up a board of advisors to oversee
and guide the staff in its work.
At the same time, the staff regrets
deeply the leaving of Dr. Bassett, the
faculty advisor during the past year. Dr.
Bassett has left the campus on a Sab
batical leave.
The staff has felt that there is a need
for the advice and guidance of men from
various fields of endeavor, rather than
relying on the background of only one
individual, as in the past.
At the present time, the Editors are
seeking the best qualified members of the
faculty to make up this board of advisors,
and the composition of the board will be
announced in the near future.

PRICE — SEVEN CENTS

A poliomyelitis immunization clinic
has been arranged for children 1 thru 14
years of age in the towns of Durham,
Lee, and Madbury on Wednesday, March
7, 1956. The vaccine will be given in
the auditorium of the Oyster River school
starting at 9 a.m.
Notice to parents of school age child
ren will be given through the school.
Parents in Durham who have pre-school
children may obtain the request for vac
cination forms at the home of Mrs. Bar
bara Robinson, 5 Madbury Road (Bank
Building-, between 1 :30 and 3 :30 on
Monday, February 13. Parents in Mad
bury may obtain similar forms from Mrs.
Dorothy Wentworth or Mrs. Helen Don
ahue, and in Lee from Mrs. Anna Piper.
Each child receiving the vaccine must
have parental permission. Information
regarding the clinic may also be obtained
from Mrs. Jane Stearns or Dr. L. W .
Slanetz, Health Officer, Durham.
A clinic for the second vaccine in
jection is tentatively planned for W ed
nesday, April 4. All parents are invited
to take advantage of this opportunity to
have their children immunized. Local
doctors and nurses will assist in the pro
gram with the cooperation of Mrs. Rose
Behan, Public Health Nurse of the State
Department of Health.

CARNIVAL NOTES

W o rk on this year’s Central Snow Sculpture for the W in ter
Carnival begins tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’clock in front of T -H a ll.
This year yvill be the first time U N H has had a central sculpture.
Bob M cEw en, chairman of the Carnival, which is under the
sponsorship of the Outing Club, announced that volunteers will
transport snow to the sculpture site
throughout the weekend, from 2 :00 to
5 :00 o’clock in the afternoon.
Actual work on the structure o f the
sculpture will take place from 2 :00 to
5 :00 Monday through Thursday afterResults of the W inter Carnival noons, and from 6:30 to 11:00 on Mon
Queen Contest will be announced to day through Wednesday evenings.
m orrow evening at 6 o ’clock on
Sculpture Reflects Theme
Jerry Carney’s W M U R -T V sh ow on
Channel 9. The show will feature an
The design for the sculpture will be
interview with the top five candidates submitted by the U N H Arts department,
and the chairman of the University o f and will follow the theme of the Winter
N ew Ham pshire’s 1956 W inter Carni Carnival, “ Rhapsody in White.” The
val, B ob M cEw en. In addition to the sculpture will be simple to construct,
T V announcement, a similar program and, in addition to reflecting the theme
will be presented at the same time by of the Winter Carnival, will have a direct
the campus radio station, W M D R , reference to the University.
which will’ announce the winning can
The housing units and organizations on
didate and will broadcast taped inter campus have enthusiastically endorsed the
views with the same persons.
project, and representatives from all the
The W inter Carnival Queen Con housing units will help with the construc
test, which was held yesterday and to tion. The members of the Central Snow
day, introduced a new m ethod o f se Sculpture Committee announced that all
lecting the Carnival Queen. In previ help will be urgently needed and appreci
ous years the queen was chosen by a ated.
board of out-of-tow n judges from a
U N H faculty and administration mem
list of candidates which was nominated bers have been aske dto help and have
by both men’s and w om en’s housing pledged their support.
units. This year the candidates were
nominated by the w om en’s housing
Sculpture Focal Point
units and by women commuters, and
The
Central
Snow Sculpture will be
the men of the campus selected the girl
whom they wanted to be queen in an the focal point for this year’s Winter
election that took place on Tuesday Carnival; it is intended to typify the
and W ednesday under T -H a ll Arch entire Carnival theme and spirit. Chair
man McEwen summed up the attitude o f
and in Commons.
The queen and her court will be es the Outing Club and the members of the
corted to the Central Snow Sculpture Snow Sculpture Committee when he
in a torchlight parade that will take stated that our Central Sculpture “ will be
place next Thursday evening. Dr. E l bigger and better than anything that
don Johnson, president of U N H , will Dartmouth ever dreamed of.”
Members of the Central Snow Sculp
officially install the 1956 W inter Car
ture Committee, which is headed by
nival Queen there.
George Ribar of the Student Union and
Pete Hood of the New Hampshire Out
RECEPTION
ing Club, include Bill George, IF C ; Mary
All students, faculty, and towns-people Lou Sprague, Pan H e l; Barbara Foxe,
are cordially invited to attend a recep W ID C ; Jim Perry, Student Senate;
tion for Rev. and Mrs. Henry H. Hay Jack Hoey, The N ew Hampshire; Bob
den and family, to be held in Paine Audi Azier, I D C ; Bob McEwen, Winter
torium of the Durham Community Carnival Chairman; Dean McKoane,
Church, on Sunday, February 12, from U N H Administration; and Professor G.
H. Daggett, U N H Faculty.
3 to 5 p.m.

Popular Vote Elects
New Carnival Queen

1. Housing units must have plans
for their snow sculptures submitted by
Feb. 10.
2. The presidents of all winning
housing units (with the exception of
the winning fraternity snow sculpture)
should be prepared to receive the tro
phies for snow sculpture at the Jazz
Concert Thursday night and for the
Outdoor Events at the Ice Show on
Saturday. The president of the win
ning fraternity snow sculpture contest
will be awarded the trophy by the Car
nival Queen at his snow sculpture at
the end of the Torchlight Parade on
Leaves Next W eek
Thursday night.
3. In the event of insufficient snow,
the Outdoor Events will not be held.
Announcement of cancellation will be
made through the public address sys
tem on Saturday noon.
4. The winner of the Carnival
Queen contest will be announced on
W M U R -T V , Channel 9, at 6:00 o’clock
Rev. Henry H . Hayden and family are leaving the University of
p.m. on Friday, Feb. 10.
N ew Hampshire campus for Fresno, California, where he will assume

Dynamic Leadership And Service
Mark Rev. Hayden’s U N H Career

Batchelder Rink Scene O f
Durham's First Ice Show
Fifty Boston skaters will be featured
at the first Ice Show in the history of
U N H ’s Winter Carnival, which will
take place at the Batchelder Rink on Sat
urday, Feb. 18, at 6:30 p.m. with Julie
Butler as emcee.
Marion Murphy, soloist; Maria and
Gloria Klemm, twin skaters; and Nancy
Rouillard and Ron Ludington, champion
couple skaters, will present skilled skat
ing acts, while the North Shore Ice
Dancers,, a troupe of forty skaters, will
also perform.
Admission is 60 cents for this event
which will be over before house parties
and the dance at the Notch begin. In
case of bad weather, the Ice Show will
be held on Sunday, Feb. 19, at 7 p.m.

Official Notices
All students are responsible
of notices appearing here.

for

knowledge

English C — Second Notice. T w o
sections of English C, Im provem ent
of Reading, will be offered from Feb.
8 through Mar. 24: M W F 1 and T T h
8. T w o sections will be offered from
Apr. 4 to the end of the semester:
M W F 12 and M W F 2. A ll classes will
be in Murkland 14. Sign up in Murkland 118. Students may enter the first
session as late as Feb. 10 for the M W F
section and Feb. 11 for the TThS sec
tion.

Smith Backs Honor System

Winter Carnival. Please note that
classes will meet as regularly sched
uled the Friday afternoon and Satur
day m orning of the Carnival period and
students will be expected to attend.

Results'* from the poll on the honor
system at Smith College reveal that out
of the 2059 students, 64 percent answered
the questionnaire’s first question “ Do you
approve of the entire honor system as it
now stands?” O f these, 83 percent ap
proved the entire system, 14y2 percent
did not approve, and 2y2 percent could
not decide or felt unqualified to answer.

Parking. The University o f New
Hampshire is not responsible for dam
age done to automobiles parked close
to buildings in non-parking areas.
During the winter months (N ovem ber
1 to March 31) the area on the west
side of N ew Hampshire Hall is con 
sidered a non-parking area. People
using this area do so at their own risk.

his duties as Pastor of the College Community Church. Since com
ing to the U N H campus in the fall of 1950, “ H ank” has greatly
expanded the program of the Christian Association in his role as
Minister to Protestant Students.
When Rev. Hayden arrived on the
campus, there had been no Minister to
Protestant student^ for a couple of years.
One of his first tasks was the planning
and organizing of the first C O RIC L con
ference, held in ( the spring of 1951, for
the purpose of studying the religious sit
uation at U N H . As a result, there was a
reorganization of the Christian work, and
the U N H Christian Association was
formed.
The Social Service program was an
other important project started in the
fall of 1950 by a group of sociology
majors. Every Friday night, a group of
five to ten students would travel to
Dover and work with the children in the
Dover Children’s Home for two hours
teaching them games, crafts, and songs.
This project has continued to grow and
a group was established to visit the
Portsmouth Children’s Home last year.
Students Take Over
Since 1951, over 100 churches through
out the State have been visited by a CA
Deputations team. A group o f students
travel to a church, put on a social pro
gram for the children Saturday evening,
and then take charge of Sunday School
and the Church Service Sunday morning.
A discussion is often held Sunday after
noon.
Hank has also served as the advisor
to the Concord State Hospital Service
Project. Last summer, for example, four
teen students worked in the Hospital,
after receiving training for several months
prior to beginning their jobs.
As a guest lecturer, Hank has spoken
on the Bible to the Humanities classes
since coming to U N H and to the M ar
riage and the Family classes in the
Home Economics Department.
Student Church Founded
In the fall of 1953, work was started
on the establishment of a Student Church.
This Church opened in February, 1954,
and meets in Murkland Auditorium every
Sunday morning. In addition to providing
students the chance to actively participate
in the running of a Church, many out
standing leaders from the United States
have been brought to the campus, includ-

Rev. Henry H . Hayden
ing Rev. Herbert King, Dr. James Rob
inson, and Dean Douglas Horton. Rev.
Hayden has served the Church as advisor
and Resident Minister. Over 200 students
attend services every Sunday morning.
Hank has worked closely with all the
foreign students who have attended the
University since 1950. He has personally
met each of them and has assisted many
during their stay on campus. A t the pres
ent time, he corresponds with over 15 of
those who have returned to their native
homes.
Does Other Work
Since 1950, Rev. Hayden has spoken
in over 140 churches in the State, in
cluding men’s clubs and service clubs. In
addition, he has taken part in several
religious emphasis weeks on other camp
uses. In 1952-53, he was Chaplain at the
National Convention of the United Student
Christian Council in Ohio. Hank also
(continued on page 8)
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The Future Of Freedom
By F R A N C IS B ID D L E
Editor’s Note: This article, to appear in the February issue of The New Hamp
shire Alumnus, is one of lasting and timely interest to students. The New
Hampshire wishes to thank Franklin Heald, editor of the Alumnus, for his
assistance in supplying this material.

Excerpts from an address given by the former U. S. Attorney General at
the celebration, sponsored by the University and the New Hampshire Bar A s
sociation, of the 200th anniversary of the birth of John Marshall, Chief Justice
of the U. S.

T oday I shall speak of one aspect of that broad topic which I
have called The Future Freedom. I refer not to any external threat
to our liberties from foreign imperialism or from war, but to the
sapping and dulling from within of those freedoms which are the
birthright of Americans and of strangers who come to America,
most of these freedoms, but not all, defined and protected by the
Bill of Rights.
This is a subject which, since the last great war, has greatly
troubled educators, and I should like to discuss not so much the
danger to specific liberties, but the atmosphere out of which it arises,
and the currents of thought and behavior within our own society,
implicit in our American industrial democracy, which seems to me
to stand in the way of realizing a true freedom.
In the most exact sense John Marshall was one of the builders
of that democracy. H is architect’s plan was the new and untried
Constitution of the little country, accepted by the people less than
a dozen years before his appointment as Chief Justice. Oliver W e n 
dell H olm es Jr. once said that he could not separate Marshall from
the fortunate circumstance that his appointment was by John
Adam s instead of Thom as Jefferson (whose inaugural was a month
later), “ and so gave it to a Federalist and loose constructionist to
start the working of the Constitution.”
“ Y ou cannot,” H olm es continued, “ separate a man from his place
and there fell to Marshall perhaps the greatest place that ever was
filled by a judge.” For Marshall was to declare the supremacy of the
national Constitution “ to govern the dealings of man with man,”
and at the same time to create “ the oneness of the nation.” The Chief
Justice was building a new country into its inevitable greatness on
the doctrine, to use Dean Griswold’s words at Harvard, “ that a
written Constitution, interpreted by a Supreme Court, is the su
preme law of the land, superseding all governmental action which
purports to conflict with it.” Grant and Lincoln achieved the ulti
mate triumph o f the oneness of the nation which Marshall had in
terpreted.
Y e t that supremacy and unity is but one of the two ruling yet
conflicting traditions that have created the American temper. It is
interesting to remember that the leaders of these diverging points
of view, John Marshall and Thom as Jefferson, were cousins; that
both sprang from the same soil of Virginia, and that each had in
his blood a fusion of the sturdy pioneer origin of his father with that
of a mother from whom he derived all that was traditional and
aristocratic. The mothers of both were members of the most power
ful and well-bred family in the state — the Randolphs of Virginia.
Y et the two men were unsparing opponents, each under his
separate star representing a diametrically opposed view. Marshall,
twelve years younger, fighting at Brandywine, at Germantown, at
M onmouth and living through that grim winter at Valley Forge,
had seen his fledgling country almost disintegrate under the feeble
authority of the Continental Congress. H e had come to know that
power must be built before liberty can be enjoyed.
Jefferson was nurtured on Locke and on Montesquieu’s princi
ples of the division of governmental powers in l’Esprit des Lois,
which was published in 1748, and had watched the abuse of power
by the royal governors. H e was deeply stirred by the new revolt
of the masses against the oppressive tyranny which for a thousand
years had been their lot. H e distrusted power with all his being —
except when, as President, he was moved by the immediate consider
ations of political inevitibility to exercise an assumed power in the
purchase of Louisiana, without the slightest qualm, constitutional
or moral.
T he apparently irreconcilable views of these two great men
created the essence of, our political tradition, which has sucked its
life from the thrust and pull — and final compromise — of the two
opposed philosophies. Such reconciliation is at the core of our
democracy — fluid, experimental, pragmatic — and ultimately re
jects the dogma of theory and of absolutes in determining the
methods by which it moves in the field of its own moral and poltical
values.
C O N T IN U E D N E X T W E E K

by Dick Bibler
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Our Calendar Evolves
W ell, things are getting brighter all
the time. Every day brings us a little
m ore daylight, a little closer to spring
and a renewal of life.
This cycle o f the years has always
been an intriguing thing. The first au
thentic date of history, 4241 B.C.,
marks the beginning of E gyp t’s formal
concept of time, the calendar. People
m ove through space in time, and they
want to mark their actions in time
just as carefully as they might mark
their work in space.
But a calendar is a tricky thing to
handle. It is a knotty problem , puz
zling and difficult and complex. This
is Leap Year. Strange things are al
low ed in Leap Year, and it is som ehow
a little “ queer” besides its regular
cousins.
Crazy Year
T he biggest, craziest, most mixed
up leap year ever came 2002 years ago,
in 46 B.C. That year was 14 months
long and instead of making room for
an extra day it took in tw o bulgy
months. 46 B.C. was the year of con
fusion.
T he trouble was that a m oon ’s year
can’t agree with the sun’s year. The
m oon ’s cycles don’t com e out even
with the solar year, and the Romans,
measuring the year by M oons, soon
found themselves in a dickens of a
pickle.
T h ey tried to' poke in an extra ten
or eleven days each year to satisfy old
Sol, but it was no go. The year kept
getting ahead of them. Farmers turned
to nursery rhymes to know when to
plant their crops.
Julian Calendar Made
W ishing to get the farm vote, the
politician Julius Caesar took to re
form ing the calendar. W ith the help
of the Greek astronomer, Sosigenes, a
few changes were made to correct the
erring calendar. Then, being set upon
a more proper course, it was wound,
and set ticking under the name o f “ The
Julian Calendar.”
%
A llow ing for a quarter of a day left
over, each year has 365 days. This has
been o.k. for nearly 16 centuries, and
we make every fourth year a “ leap
year” to take up the slack. But som e
thing is still a bit out of kilter.
It is not really a quarter of a day
left over every year. Actually it is five
hours, forty-eight minutes, and forty
six seconds— eleven minutes and four
teen seconds shorter than a quarter of
the day. Every 130 years this makes a
whole day difference.

Saturday, Jan. 28
Content o f Marshal Bulganin’ s letter
became known, and President Eisen
hower refused the 20-year friendship
offer. H e pointed out that the main ar
ticles proposed were already covered
by the United Nations Charter, and
urged that Russia prove her peaceful
intentions by deeds “ not w ords.”

Guy M ollet was approved by a large
m ajority France’s 22nd post-war prem
ier. Sir Anthony Eden and the presi
dent continue talks, stressing M id-East
Peril.
Thursday, Feb. 2

"O N e N lC e J H lN G A £0 D T T H IS C0URSE-Y0U ONLY HAVE ONE MX TO W - '

The “ D uty of U N H ” , according to the editorial statement of
the Manchester Union Leader, Fri., Feb. 3, we would sum up thus.
T o be “ some Olympian center of unshaken light,” and a “ light that
shines across the winds
even the cyclone of communism.”
Common opinion has it that we never appreciate the interest of
our neighbor and fellow journalist. T h a t’s a nasty rumor and we
think it is time to squelch it right now. There’s nothing but perfect
harmony between us.
W e may sometimes seem surely enough to suppose that these
fine phrases overlook something, but you have to allow for youth.
W e ’re still in the green growing stage, and we haven’t acquired
the mellow ripeness of a matured professional excellence.
But we read the Leader carefully. W e listen quietly; and we
think it over. Sometimes we even heave a wistful sigh or two, be
cause somehow, even to our idealistic, unrealistic youth, “ Olympian
centers” seem very far away.

Flick of the Wick
By D A V E S M IT H
Thanks for the swell introduction in
your last column, Jack— I hope this
crystal ball works as well for me as it
did for you.
*
Getting the semester off to a good
start, Pop has some fine flicks lined
up. Com ing up tonight: Battleground,
starring Van Johnson and John H odiak. Featuring excellent sound effects
and highly realistic war scenes, this
easily knocks off a 3.5. A note to vets
on campus: this will bring back some
bad memories. Count Three and Pray
is a neat balance of drama, suspense,
and a bit of light com edy thrown in for
good measure. Van Heflin, doing a fine
job as usual, plays the part of a par
son who is a repentant sinner, and
Joanne W oodw ard and Raym ond Burr
add their talents to make this film a
solid 3.0. The latest Martin and Lewis
film, Artists and Models, falls below
their usual standard. Although it does

The President and Britain’ s prime
minister issued a joint warning to Asia
and Africa not to look to M oscow for
help in their struggle for independence.
Increased w orld trade seen possible.

contain some highly amusing mo
ments, it is too tiresome in spots to
rate much more than, a 2.0. If you ’re
a dyed-in-the-w ool Martin and Lewis
fan, however, this should be just your
cup of tea. R obert Mitchum, Shelley
Winters, and Lillian Gish com bine to
make Night of the Hunter one o f the
most fascinating shows of the year
despite a rather twisting plot. M itchum
is excellent as a hypocritical lunatic
who murders under the excuse of re
ligion. A 3.5 may not be doing it jus
tice. The W inter Carnival Show, next
Thursday, is filled to the brim with ex
cellent entertainment. In addition to
the fine English com edy, Scotch on
Rocks, there are three shorts on win
ter sports, and tw o cartoons, Lumber
in’ Jack Rabbit and Destination Magoo. A 4.0 to the whole works, and a
4.0 to the Outing Club, which has done
such a swell job in lining up the W in 
ter Carnival.
The Film Society’s February flick,
Morocco, is little distinguished except
for the fact that it was Marlene Die
trich’s first American picture. Slowed
down by unnatural accents in the dia
logue, M orocco is too implausible in
spots to do better than 2.5.

Letter to the Editor
Dear E ditor:

At

Talks between President Eisenhower
and Sir Anthony Eden began. Britain’s
prime minister “ assured the president
that the British governm ent wholly
endorses his rejection of the friendship
pact.”
Tuesday, Jan. 31

A*

To A Friend

I would like you to pub’ ish the fol
low ing letter which may help to answer
many questions which I have been
asked as to just what the Outing Club
did^ to try to gain back W inter Carni
val’s long week-end. From ?what infor
mation I could gather, the main reason
the faculty objected to tim e-off from
classes was that not enough students
participated in the activities of the
Next Move Confusing
week-end. The follow in g ^ s the letter
A new calendar was needed. Finally which I wrote to the Faculty Senate
an Italian D octor from Verona, named requesting a lon g week-end for the
Lilio Ghiraldi, worked out a new sys 1956 W inter Carnival.
tem which was accepted after his death
by Pope G regory X II I .. It is called, of
On January 9th the Faculty Senate
course, the Gregorian calendar. Nation voted down our request for this long
after nation in the W estern world has week-end. It seems to rest now that
acecpted the Gregorian calendar since until the student body participates to
1582.
a greater extent in the week-end
It was 1752 before the “ N ew Stile” events, we will be unable to obtain a
calendar was spread through the Brit long week-end for Winter Carnival.
ish Empire and America. W e were 11
days out of step. In that year the day
Dec. 15, 1955
after Sept. 2 wasn’t Sept. 3. It was
Sept. 14. A lot of people found things Dear Dean Sackett:
rather unsettling. They had to change
their birthdays. George W ashington is
This letter concerns the request for
said to have always had a feeling that the University of New Hampshire to
his birthday was really on Feb. 11.
suspend classes on Fridav afternoon,
The Gregorian calendar makes the February 17, and Saturday morning,
even hundred century years ordinary February 18, during the 1956 W inter
years, and not leap years. One excep Carnival.
tion to this rule is this; every fourth
The University of N ew Hampshire
century year which can be divided by Outing Club feels that the Annual
four still remains a leap year. Thus, W inter Carnival has grow n in the past
1900 isn’t a leap year, but 2000 will be. three years and has gained such in
creased interest from the student body
that it would be impossible to schedule
News Review
events and increase its grow th without
this time being made available. The
Thursday Jan. 26
follow ing are som e statistics from last
Soviet Premier, Marshall Bulganin year’s carnival concerning the partici
the Car
sent “ a friendly letter” to President pation at different events.
Eisenhower” in the interests o f pro nival M ovie we had 470 attending, the
Torchlight Parade over 600, at the
m oting w orld peace.”
Jazz Concert 762, at the Carnival Ball
Friday, Jan. 27
672, and 272 at the Carnival Concert.
The Russians relinquished their base This doesn’t include sports events, the
in Finland, returning Porkkala to the Carnival Play, or participation in snow
Fins. President Coty of France invited sculptures in which 29 out o f 33 hous
M. Guy M ollet, secretary-general o f ing units competed. This makes us feel
the Socialist party, to form a G overn that student participation is grow ing
ment, and M. M ollet has agreed to try. and by constant effort each year we
Floods hit L on g Beach, California, can obtain greater interest and partic
ipation.
threatening 150 homes.

Monday, Jan. 30

f
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Jottings

A noted lawyer examines democracy and

LITTLE M A N ON CAMPUS

NEW

W e believe that W inter Carnival has
a definite value to the individual stu
dent and to our campus. This week
end has grown, to becom e the biggest
social attraction during the year and
offers a definite enrichment to the stu
dent. Therefore, we hate to see any
thing happen which would cut down
on our program and lessen the full
value o f Carnival.
This year we have tried to obtain
more participation in Carnival by
having the queen elected by the cam 
pus and to have a central snow sculp
ture. W e have further taken into con 
sideration the suggestions that were
offered by the Student Senate, w ho
were in favor of a long week-end, in
trying to meet the interests o f the stu
dents.
This year we have planned the fol
low ing highlights for W inter Carnival.
Thursday, February 16.
Carnival M ovie
Torchlight parade to the W inning
M en’s Snow Sculpture
Jazz Concert
Friday, February 17.
Harlem Globe Trotters (tentative)
if not, the Carnival Concert
Varsity Basketball Game
Freshman H ockey Game
Carnival Ball
Saturday, February 18.
Intermural
Ski
Competition
(m orning and afternoon)
Varsity H ockey Game
Carnival Ice Show
N otch and H ouse Dances
Sunday, February 19.
Ski Trip
Skating Party
(Ic e Show if postponed)
W e of the University o f N ew H am p
shire O uting Club feel that the bigger
W inter Carnival is the better we are
serving the University of New H am p
shire. If the faculty has any sugges
tions o f how we can better serve our
purpose we will gladly welcom e them.
Sincerely yours
Peter H ood
President, O uting Club
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THE

CA Retreat Headed
By Dartmouth Prof.
The Christian Association annual mid
winter retreat at Highland House will
feature Dr. Frederick Berthold, professor
o f Religion at Dartmouth College, as
guest speaker and resource leader. The
gathering will take place on Saturday
and Sunday, February 11 and 12, and
will include sixty students and twelve

Abrasions To Virus Pneumonia

Editor’s Note; This story was taken
By L Y N K U N T Z
from the Jan., 1956, issue of the New
Pinned:
Tessie
Rafferty,
Lynn,
Hampshire Alumnus. W e feel that it
Mass., to Richard Elliot, Phi _Mu
An experiment in higher-level educa is an exceptionally fine article, and one
Delta; Gail M cAllister, Alpha Chi, to tion for specially gifted freshmen has that will be of interest to all students.
Ed Githens, A T O .
been declared a success, it was, made
In 1930', Charles H arvey H ood cele
Engaged: Anna Emery, Smith, to know n' recently in a report presented
brated the 50th anniversary of his
Sgt. Stephen W . Kerlin, U S M C ; Jean to the Chancellor and faculty of the Uni
graduation from N ew Hampshire with
Brooks, Scott, to R oy Nash, Gibbs; versity of North Carolina. Twenty-six
a gift to the Trustees of the Univer
Jane Locke, Scott, to B oyd Leavitt, selected freshmen of “ high intellectual
sity— funds sufficient to build _and
Engelhardt; Phyllis Louise Sheinfeld, caliber” have completed a year’ s study as
maintain H ood H ouse, the U niver
Chi Om ega ’56, to Dr. Lawrence a group in an advanced academic pro
gram. Another group of 25 superior fresh sity’s infirmary and rest house. By
Baker, Harvard Medical School ’56.
men is already well advanced on a similar 1932, the building was an accomplished
Married: N ancy Nichols, Smith, to
program for the present 1955-56 school fact, com plete with one full-time doc
Bruce Dreher, Acacia ’54; Jean T ib 
tor and tw o nurses. Tw enty four years
year.
betts, Rochester, N. H., to Ken D odge,
The students took on extra work, made later, H ood H ouse is still one of the
A T O ; N ancy True, Smith, to H arry top grades and pioneered in a venture handsomest buildings on campus, and
Blaney, U S A F , Germany.
which could be instrumental in_ raising because of the far sightedness and gen
educational standards generally in insti erosity of Mr. and Mrs. H o o d ’s gift,
is one of the few buildings at the
Selected Senior ROTC Men tutions of higher learning. Accomplish it
University that is able to handle the
ments cited in the report are:
grow ing student population.
To Visit W est Point Cadets
1. The student worked harder and
The medical staff has expanded, as
learned
more
than
they
would
have
Cadets Peter D. Jennette _ and _ Caleb
might be expected with a greatly in
otherwise.
Marshall, Juniors participating in the
creased student body. There are now
U N H R O T C program, have been selec
2. Some of them have been encouraged
two attending physicians, Dr. Charles
to explore more fully the intellect H. H ow arth, D irector o f the Univer
ted to visit West Point as guests for the
ual horizons opened by the various sity Health Service, and Dr. Leighton.
weekend 1-4 March 1956.
During their four-day week-end, they
courses.
A. Sanders, and six nurses, plus the
will lead the life of their host cadets.
3. The group developed an esprit de supervising nurse, Mrs. Harriet Nason.
They will live in cadet barracks, eat in
corps which aided them greatly in
H ood H ouse acts in much the same
Washington Hall with the Corps, at
their academic work. This was
tend regular cadet classes with assigned
brought about by mutual intellect capacity as a family physician for the
escorts, attend the combat-arms demon
ual stimulation, friendly competi over 3,000 students at the University
strations of the 1802d Special Regiment,
tion and a sense of companionship Last year 14,547 young people were
seen, or an average of 52 patients a
and take part in the extra-curricular ac
•in a worthwhile adventure in learn
working day, and diagnosis varied, al
tivities of a cadet week-end such as
ing.
phabetically, from abrasions to virus
movies, athletic events between Army and
As for grades, the boys did even better pneumonia. A s a family doctor would,
visiting college teams, and the Saturday
than expected. Because of the higher specialists are recom mended when
night dance. In every respect the R O TC level at which the basic courses were con
needed— last year in 132 instances—
cadets will become part of the Corps.
ducted, additional credit was given for but in most cases treatment is done on
During W orld W ar II more_ than
the extra ground covered. With one ex campus.
100,000 R O T C graduates served in the
ception, the boys in the special group are
O f the m ore than 14,500 students
Armed Forces in all ranks from second
two full courses ahead of normal sched
lieutenant to general. It is the hope of ule. Besides taking the four basic courses who came to H ood H ouse last year,
Lieutenant General Blackshear M. Bryan,
—mathematics, philosophy, history and
Superintendent of the Military Academy, English — the students attend classes in
that these visits will provide future Re other subjects with the general run of
serve Officers and future Regular Army
freshmen. Most of the boys in this year’s
Officers with an opportunity to learn more special group are also taking chemistry.
about one another with a resulting team
Conceived as a possible answer to the
work in the Armed Forces
unsolved problem in this country of how

Higher-Level Work

There’s quite a gap between the ideal
campus beauty queen and_ the average
American woman, as statistics depict her.
So it seems, at least, to Jerra Lynne
Tyler, this year’s Helen of Troy at the
University of Southern California.
For when Jerra Lynne matched her
own dimension against those reported by
Henry Dreyfuss, one of the nation’s fore
most industrial designers, in his best
selling book, “ Designing for People,” she
found that she was far from “ average.”
The Dreyfuss tyical figure, which was
developed after years of research and
which serves as the model for the scores
o f products he designs, is_ five feet, three
inches tall, and has a 39-inch hip spread,
a 35-inch bust and a 29-inch waist.
Compared with her, Jerra Lynne towers
to five feet, six inches, and measures 36
inches in the hips, 36 in the bust and 25
in the waist. A junior at U SC and a
major in business administration, she ad
mits that she’s not one bit envious of
this mythical average woman Designer
Dreyfuss has conjured up and christened
“Josephine.”
In the course of his research, which in
volved the collaboration of ear doctors,
neurologists, psychologists and opticians,
Dreyfuss fund that three and eight-tenths
percent of American women are lefthanded, two tenths of one per cent are
color blind, four and one-half percent are
hard of hearing, and fifty-six and fourtenths per cent wear glasses. _
Jerra Lynne pleads “ not guilty” on all
scores.
But the Dreyfuss average woman, al
though she may win no beauty contests,
has proved immeasurably useful to the
industrial designer as the target consumer
for whom he designs everything from
telephone head sets to the interiors of
hotel rooms.
Quite apart from the lore it presents
about the average American woman, the
Dreyfuss book is being widely read by
students throughout the country who have
a special interest in design, engineering
and architecture, since it presents an in
formal, behid-the-scenes record of Drey
fuss’ twenty-five years of activity in his
profession. The book contains concrete
suggestions for the sort of academic train
ing most useful to industrial designers
and explains in detail how the_ Dreyfuss
organization functions in relation to its
clients.
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Going, Going, Gone Frosh Succeed With

Campus Beauty’s
Figure Is N ot
Quite Average

Y O U ’L L

NEW

thegifted may be furnished an education
suited to their talents, the program was
initiated by four U N C professors who
taught the freshmen in the four basic
courses. The students were kept together
as class in these four subjects.
In attempts to interrelate the several
subjects, the professors “ studiously avoid
Latest fashipn from the Riviera ed strained, artificial and superficial corshows a trend toward bejeweled and
( continued on page 6)
glittering styles. Scarves and stoles are
popular accessories to the basic dress.

Average family sizes are increasing,
says the T o y Manufacturers o f_U.S.A.,
Inc. Statistics indicate that this trend
wil continue at least through 1960.
Figures for 1955 show that second
births (couples second child) passes all
records for nine consecutive years

faculty members. Included in the program
will be panels, discussion periods, and
recreation. All interested students may
apply to attend at the CA office, 206 New
Hampshire Hall, or by seeing Louise
Frost, Scott Hall, chairman of the Re
treat.
The three areas in which Dr. Berthold
will lecture will be “ The Authority of
the Bible” , “ Theology for Modern Stu
dents” , and “ Moral Blind Spots in Con
temporary College Life” . This will be a
farewell occasion, also, for Rev. Henry
Hayden, Minister to Students, who leaves
on the 15th of February for a new posi
tion in California.

BOTH

GO

FOR

Stephony’s Shop
NEWMARKET, N. H.
Packers Falls Rd.,

THIS

The election of Edward Connery Lathem of Hanover to the board of trustees
of the New Hampshire Historical Socie
ty has been announced by Philip N. Guyol, Director of the Society. The action
was taken at the January meeting of
the trustees in Concord.
Mr. Lathem, who serves as Director
of the Division of Special Collections of
the Dartmouth College Library, will fill
a vacancy on the board created by the
death in November of former-Govemor
Huntley N. Spaulding, for many years
the Society’s president.
Holding degrees from both Dartmouth
and Columbia, Mr. Lathem is also a
graduate of the Harvard-Radcliffe In
stitute in Historical and Archival Man
agement and of the American Universi
ty’ s Institute on the Preservation and A d
ministration of Archives: Advanced.

E N G IN E E R IN G
S E N IO R S . . .
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION
LOS ANGELES
will interview here

Loma Leeds Exclusive
N O T W O DRESSES
ALIKE

February 24, 1956

New Styles Every Ten Days

CIGARETTE!

Winston! This good-tasting, easy-drawing filter cigarette brings you full, rich
flavor. Winston also brings you a finer filter that works so well the flavor

R E Y N O L D S T O B A C C O C O ., W IN S T O N -S A L E M , N . C .

Historical Society
Trustee Elected

Tel. Oldfield 9-5513

■ When it comes to real tobacco flavor, college smokers are going for

comes right through. Join the big switch to Winston.

502 of them were ill enough to be hos
pitalized. Usually the ailment was not
serious, and the average stay per stu
dent was only three days.
The Counseling Service of the Uni
versity, under Paul H. M clntire, ’42,
D irector, cooperates with the Hood
H ouse staff. Every Friday during the
school year the staff of the Counseling
Service meets at H ood H ouse with Dr.
Gerhard Nothmann, counsulting psy
chiatrist, and Dr. H ow arth. During
these informal sessions various prob
lems and particular cases are discussed
in a relaxed interchange of knowledge,
resulting in a pooling of the talents o f
H ood H ouse and Counseling.

.Q jK o k .

WINSTON
the, eaAi^dnawiM^

,!

ciqct/iette
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Men's and W om en's Skiing
Events Slated for Saturday

Downbeat In
The Snow
Oh, them college cats will be blowin’
up a big storm! The Dartmouth Injunaires, Bowdoin’s Meddiebempsters, Bowdoin’s Emanon’s, W alt Jackson’s Blues
in Rhythm Kings, Ray LaCouture’s In
ternational Dixieland Band, and our own,
Salamanders will create a Carnival mood
at 9 :30 p.m., Thurs., Feb. 16. The ad
mission is 75c per person.
Dartmouth’s vocal group, the Injunaires, have been favorites at past U N H
Carnivals. This group, whose repertoire
consists of original arrangements varying
from standard ballads in a modernistic
style to comedy numbers, has made many
coast-to-coast tours, T V appearances, and
record albums.
Bowdoin’s Meddiebempsters are an
other vocal group well-known to our
campus, who tour Europe each summer.

for

WINTER
CARNIVAL BALL
"A sk the girl who wore one,
Ask the man who gave one"
Call:

KURT HELLBERG
Acacia Fraternity
Durham 414
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Vin Capone Group Play At Winter Ball

The Winter Carnival skiing events,
downhill and slalom, will take place at
Garrison Hill in Dover, on Saturday, Feb.
18 at 1 p.m. All teams should arrive by
12:30 p.m. for registration.
Trophies for men’s and women’s events
will be awarded at the Ice Show, Satur
day night. Individual winners will re
ceive ribbons for first and second places
in each event.
Announcement of cancellation of the
skiing events because of weather condi
tions will be made by public address
system on Saturday noon.

C o r A a g ,e £

NEW

Vin Capone and his band, popular at |
New England college dances, will pro
vide smooth music for the Carnival Ball,
Friday evening, Feb. 17.
The band has appeared at such colleges
as the University of Connecticut, Uni- j
versity of Massachusetts, University of
Rhode Island, Harvard, and Williams,
receiving invitations for repeat engage
ments at these schools. The group is
currently the house band at the Narragansett Hotel in Providence.
Vin Capone has been associated with
Paul Whiteman, Red Nichols, and Joe
Venuti, and has been a featured attrac
tion at the Roxy Theatre in New York
City. Capone, himself a fine saxophonist,
has recently returned from a nationwide
tour.
,

Torchlight Tour Through
Town Sees Queen Crowned
The annual Winter Carnival torchlight
parade, led by the prancing majorette
squad, will assemble its forces at the
Franklin Theatre on Thursday night,
Feb. 16. The retinue will begin its march
through Durham at 8:30, accompanied
by the lively rhythms of the U N H March
ing Band. The queen and her court will
join the parade; the R O T C Drill Team
will provide an escort for the campus
beauties.
The parade’ s tour will cover the campus
snow sculptures. When the crowd reaches
the central sculpture, the Queen will be
formally installed by President Eldon
Johnson. Her majesty will proceed to
the winning men’s sculpture and present
the trophy to its builders.

John D odge Receives
Chesterfield A w ard

Greek Gossip

John Dodge has been elected as this
Vin Capone
week’s recipient of the Chesterfield
Achievement Award in recognition of his
accomplishments in various campus ac
tivities.
John is a senior majoring in Poultry Mademoiselle Offers Prizes
Husbandry, and a member and secretary To Student Fiction Writers
of Alpha Zeta, the Honorary Poultry
“ Mademoiselle’s” annual College Fic
Science Society. During his freshman
Chesterfield extends its’ sincere con tion Contest offers new literary talent an
opportunity for publication. $1,000 in
gratulations to John.
prizes will be awarded to the winners.
The Emanon’s, also o f Bowdoin, were a $500 will be given each of the two best
smash hit at Dartmouth’s recent winter stories written by women undergraduates
carnival. They feature bop and novelty under twenty-six. March 15 is the con
numbers. The name o f the group, test deadline.
“ Emanon’s” comes from a Dizzy Gillespie
Honorable mention entries in the con
bop composition titled “ Emanon” ( “ N o test will be brought at regular rates by
name” spelled backward).
the magazine. The winners will also have
The “ wailin-stompin,” or progressive, is their efforts published in “ Mademoiselle’s”
played by Walt Jackson’s Blues and Rhy annual anthology,
thm Kings who are also familiar to
“ Mademoiselle”
encourages
young
our campus. Jackson has appeared writers to submit stories throughout the
throughout New England, with Lionel year to be bought at regular rates.
Hampton and his orchestra, and at the
Any woman undergraduate who is
“ High Hat” in Boston.
under twenty-six years of age is eligible
The Salamanders, our own vocal group, to enter this contest. Entries must be
which was such a success at this year’s type-written, double-spaced, on one side
Close Harmony, has recently appeared of the page only. W ork must be clearly
several times on T V . Ray LaCouture, a marked with name, age, home address,
business major at U N H , will present the school address, and school vear. A manila
International Dixieland Band which has envelope, 9” by 12” , self-addressed and
been successful in New England.
stamped, must be enclosed in order that
Any smoking in N. H. Hall during the stories received may be returned.
the concert will cause such affairs to be
Entries must be postmarked by March
at future carnivals.
15, 1956.

By B E T T Y D O W N E R
The beginning o f a new semester
new classes, new profs, new books.
And new resolutions. A refreshed crew
came back to campus last Sunday
night after five great days of sleeping,
skiing, night-clubbing, and just plain
loafing. N ow it’s back to the books,
for some — back to m ore sleeping and
loafing for others. The men of the
Greek world are plunged into the mad
rush — for five hectic weeks. A nd in
the meantime it’s busy days working
on snow sculptures and plans for the
best W inter Carnival ever. It should
be a great time!
Fraternities seem to be engaged in
an all-out, clean-up, fix-up campaign.
Sigma Betas found a real surprise
waiting for them when they arrived
back in Durham — the main hallway
had a new tile floor, the upstairs hall
way shone with their new coat o f
paint, and the rumpus room decora
tions were almost completed. Phi D U
has taken the paint brush apd wall
paper brush into their dining room
soon, their redecoration will be c o m 
plete. Socially they’re having a coffee
hour with Phi Mu tom orrow night, and
Saturday night will be their Valentine
Dance. Spirits are dampened, tho —
the brothers are in mourning over the
(Continued on Page 8)

THE TASTE IS GREAT!
t h e

a

Shades Of Barnum!
Heed Ye This Call
By C U R TIS M cC R A D Y
“HURRY!
HURRY!
HURRY!
The greatest show on earth!! A stu
pendous, sparkling, sensational spec
tacular such as you have never seen be
fore! See and hear the wildest jazz this
side of M ahogany Hall and Cloud
Seven. Come in and scream and roll in
the aisles with the musical elite! N oth
ing like this has ever before been pre
sented in, captivity!
“ D on ’t miss the most exciting and
thrilling ice show you have ever seen!
W atch these magnificient perform ers
defy the laws of gravity and motion as
the blades swirl over that cool and
crazy solid water! Y ou w on’t reffret
it— Y ou w on ’t forget it! It’s the very
most to say the very, very least!
“ Yessiree, it’s a big, big show for
the ladies and gents! Bring your ladies
to the Carnival Ball, an event which
will remain unparalelled throughout
their life time! Witness the coronation
of the Carnival Queen; see her, ac
companied by her aides, in the most
unprecedented gathering of female
pulchritude this area has ever known!
“ Feast your eyes on the wonders of
the frozen aquatic artistry that will
adorn the lawn of every tent in, this
huge carnival! N ever before have we
presented such marvelous masterpieces
of snow y sculptoring! F ollow the
winding, wailing torchlight parade to
the ju dges’ choice o f the best in the
East! Get ready for the parade by at
tending the Carnival M ovie, a celluloid
scenario you w on’t want to miss!
“ Enhance the cultural side of your
visit by attending the program of the
Concert Choir; let the smooth so
pranos and booming basses thrill you
with their musical selections designed
for you and you alone! No Carnival is
complete without music and no square
will want to be left out of this melodic
matinee!
“ D on ’t wish you could have made
the trip to Cortina for the W inter
O lym pics— see ski events and hockey
right here without the trouble o f
costly air travel! Come and cheer the
boards and blades in cataclysm ic
clashes that will not soon be forgotten!
“This is a once-in-a-tiger’s age op
portunity! W hy be half-safe? W hy be
at all if you can’t attend the Carnival?
Save your pennies! Save your bank
notes! Save yourself for the biggest
events of the mornings, afternoons and
evenings!
“ H U R R Y ! H U R R Y ! H U R R Y !"
“ Freedom is a wonderful thing and
should not be too easily surrendered
to a w om an,” a young Belgian farmer
says. Am erican wom en seem prettier
than Belgian lasses, but in a “ false and
painted way.”

C T I V A T E D
★

DOVER

Thurs.Sat.

•*

Feb. 9-11

EAST OF EDEN
Starring

James Dean
also

Y O U N G AT HEART
Starring

Frank Sinatra
Sun.-Tues.

Feb. 12-14

BO TT O M O F THE BOTTLE
V an Johnson

Joseph Cotton

Wed. Thurs.

Feb. 15-ld

DEEP BLUE SEA
Starring

Vivian Leigh

E. M. LO EW 'S

CIVIC
THEATRE
PORTSMOUTH, N. H.
Thurs.-Sat.

ere you have the best in filtered sm oking—
Filter Tip Tareyton, the filter cigarette that smokes
milder, smokes smoother, draws easier. . . the only
one that gives you Activated Charcoal filtration.
All the pleasure comes th ru ...th e taste is great!

Feb. 9-11

ALL THAT
HEAVEN ALLOWS
STARRIN G

Jane W ym an
Rock Hudson

r s M

O K I N G

^

FI LTER Tl
P R O D U C T OF

pTAREYTON

A M E R IC A ’S L E A D IN G

M ANUFACTURER

O F C IG A R E T T E S

Sun.-Sat.

Feb. 12-18

Helen of Troy
Cinemascope and Color

THE

• -

INTRAM URAL SPORTS
by M ary Emanuel

John Quick of P iK A and Acacia’s Dave Gowans poured through
26 points each to tie Bettencourt’s single game scoring record in
intramural pre-final action.
Pete Ledger led Theta Chi to a victory over A G R 48 to 25.
H etzel H all ran away from Phi Alpha 26-56. Chuck Gregorious was
the high scorer for Hetzel with 16 tallies. The high flying Pi K a p ’s,

NEW
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UNH Sharpshooters
Purple Crusaders
Are Aiming For An
Undefeated Season Wildcat Skaters 6
On Saturday, Jan. 21, the University
o f N ew Hampshire Rifle Team com 
pletely outclassed the competition from
the Massachusetts Institute o f T ech 
nology by defeating them by the score
of 1418 to 1384. By winning this match
the U N H team remained in the
realms of the undefeated and piled
their number o f wins to five without
a single loss. This sterling record
leaves them the reigning leaders in the
N ew England College Rifle League.
Although this meeting was considered
one of the toughest matches o f the
season, the N ew Hampshire squad
came through with their consistent
g ood show ing and appear to be a fav
orite in national competition.
Hammond Leads Scoring
The brilliant scoring of the U N H
squad was led by Gordon H am m ond
who scored 292 out o f a possible 300.
Follow in g close behind were team
mates Steven Huntley with 287, and
Richard Betz with 285. The team has
averaged a startling 1405 out of a pos
sible 1500 in this current season’s com 
petition, the highest in tw o years.
On, the same date the Freshman
Team also defeated the M IT frosh
squad by the score 1337 to 1283, which
was their second match and first win
for the season.

Down
to 3

The W ildcat skaters succumbed to the B ig Purple of H o ly Cross
6 to 3 two weeks ago as they wound up the first semester schedule
here at Durham. In a closely contested battle, the “ Martin-m en”
held their own throughout the first and second periods but weakened
when the Crusaders from W orcester displayed a sudden burst of
last-period offensive power and went on to literally “ ice” the game.

led b” big John Quick, set the high rank i ------------------------------------------------------ —---for the team’s scoring this season, with
80 points, while helpless Hunter could
only dunk in 42 tallies. In this game big
Twombly Scores
'
defeated the Cats earlier this year. Dur
John tied for the most points in a single
In the first two periods both teams ing the month of February the varsity
game.
played fine hockey as they evenly matched
hockey team will meet Army, Amherst,
Acacia Downs Fairchild
one another at both ends of the ice. A IC , Northeastern, Colby and Norwich.
Acacia downed a strong Fairchild team
Holy Cross sported 97 accurate passing
Paced by Jon Riisnaes and D ick
56-49. The “ B lack. and Gold’s” Dave
attack supported by a spirited exhibition
Field, the University o f New H am p
Gowans pouring in 26 points to make the
SA E - A G R
of hustle and teamwork. Early in the
shire ski team captured third place in
individual mark a three way tie. Eastopening frame, the Wildcats, led by the
the annual Dartmouth W inter Carni
SAE w elcom es hack Lungs Lasard,
W est’s power house had little trouble de
brilliant skating of wing Ernie Twombly Gary Davis, and D ick Linetti. First on
feating Sigma Beta 30-51. The dorm men val intercollegiate ski meet at Dart
from Dover, carried the puck time after the w elcom ing com m ittee when the
mouth. Behind the skiing of versatile
were led by their *“ star” Bettencourt who
time into the Holy Cross zone and man hoys got back was Ralph — he was
Eigul Stigum they barely nosed out
tallied eight field goals and 4 free throws
aged to tally several scores.
last year’s eastern champions, M iddlelonely during vacation. The brothers
for a 20 point total.
bury.
Holy Cross Takes Over
have some spanking new furniture in
Alexander Remains Strong
Riisnaes Leads Jumping
It was touch and go all the way when their living room — looks great. O f
Alexander kept on their winning streak
in the last period New Hampshire seemed ficers for the. semester are Jack M oCaptain Riisnaes, North American
by downing PhiDU 65-48. Allen was
to falter and Holy Cross seizing the op- haney, Pres.; Ken M cK iver, V . Pres.;
jum ping champion of two years ago,
Alexander’s high man with 16 points.
nortunity was able to score the final and Bill H oule and Fred K lose, Sec’s.; and
took first place in the jum ping contest.
A t present it seems as if A T O might
winning goals. This coming Thursday the Lance Marston, Treas. AG R is proud
wrap up with the League A honors. Although other contestants achieved
Wildcats engage in their second meeting of its new addition — it’s made room
Acacia and Alexander have a clear field longer jumps, the flawless form and
of the season with Bowdoin College who for occupancy by four m ore brothers.
technique of Riisnaes, combined with
in their respective leagues. As far as
League C goes, it will be a toss up be his distances, gave him top honors in
that department for the day. Team 
tween P iK A and SAE.
The final round of qualifying play will mate Field was also successful as he
was awarded third place. This com ing
be completed next Monday.
weekend Coach Ed B lood’ s skiers will
compete against the top collegiate
Colors have been assigned to each
Junior Ski Championships
teams of the East when they enter the division o f the N S A as follow s to fur
W illiam ’s Carnival meet.
nish quick identifications o f racers:
Set for Cannon Mt., March 1
a National Junior Skimiester— a b oy Canadian, national colors; Central Ski
Buy Your Beau
T w elve junior champions will be
from 16 to 18 with the best, four-event Association, gray with red trim; Far
crow ned
at
the
National
Junior
an Arrow
W est, yellow ; Inter-Mountain, navy
combined score.
Championships on Cannon Mountain
blue with white trim; Northern R ock y
For
Valentines
Invitations Out
from March 1-4— the only national ski
Mountain, green; Pacific North W est,
Invitations have been sent to 175 powder blue with dark blue trim ;
races to be held this season in the
contestants. Each division of the N S A Southern R ocky Mountain, red with
THE COLLEGE SH O P
East.
Top-ranking junior racers (boys and is permitted a quota of 10 boys and black trim; Eastern, roval blue.
Brad Mclntire
girls 18 years old or younger) from the five girls for Alpine events and 15 boys
The Franconia Ski Club, which has
■seven sectional divisions of the Nat fo r N ordic competition. Entries close been making arrangements for the pro
P. O. BLOCK
ional Ski Association and the Canadian at midnight, February 22.
gram for nearly a year, has announced
M
embers
of
the
Eastern
team
will
Amateur Ski Association (which has
that social events for the com petitors
a reciprocal agreement with the N S A ) be selected from their individual per will include a John Jay m ovie and a
formances
at
the
follow
ing
qualifying
will com pete in the four-event meet
country dance and awards banquet.
-e g sponsored by the Franconia Ski Club. races: Eastern Junior Giant Slalom
The program for the first junior nat Championships, Mad River, Vt., F eb
ional ski races scheduled in the East ruary 5; Eastern Junior Jumping,
will be slalom races for both boys and Cross Country and N ordic Combined,
girls on Thursday, March 1; downhill Bear Mountain, N. Y., February 12;
for both on Friday, March 2; cross Eastern Junior Downhill, Slalom and
A C a m p u s -to -C a re e r Case H istory
country, Saturday, March 3; 40-meter Alpine Combined, Mt. Sunapee, New
jumping, Sunday, March 4. Boys only bury, N. H., February 18-19; N ew
will compete in the N ordic events, di England Interscholastics, Lebanon, N.
vided into tw o classes: Class 1, ages H., February 17-18; Eastern Prep
School Championships, Middlebury,
16 and 17; Class 2, 15 or younger.
Vt., February 24-25.
Uses Combination Trail
Alpine Events Scheduled
A
combination
of
Cannon and
Alpine events are scheduled on
Zoom er Trails (similar to the course
for the national men’s championships Thursday and Friday, leaving the
beld here last year) will be used for mountain clear for weekend recrea
b o y s ’ downhill. The girls’ course will tional skiing.
be shorter. Z oom er will be the site o f
all slalom races.
T he cross country course will be a
"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS
loop from the tramway base station of
M O R E C E N T S"
four and one-half miles to Lafayette
Campground
and return. Jumping
by
events will take place on the new, 40meter jump constructed by the Fran
conia Ski Club and the N ew H am p
Picking Up Party
shire Recreation Division especially for
•this event.
Provisions at
Six champions will be crowned in
Alpine events— both b oy s’ and girls’
winners of the downhill, slalom and
com bined; titles will go to boys in both
jum ping and cross country classes,
Just O ff Upper Square
Dover
and N ordic com bined in each class,
and the ski club will award a trophy to

UNH Places Third
In Dartmouth Meet

SHAHEEN’S MARKET

J. Paul Sheedy* Had A Hangdog Look Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

Dick Abraham of Bell Telephone Laboratories, here experimenting
with closing the loop on a transistor feedback amplifier.

‘Tm working with top names and top talent”
That’s one of Richard P. Abraham’s
comments about his career with Bell Tele
phone Laboratories in Murray Hill, N. J.
“ In 1954, after I’d received my M.S. from
Stanford,” Dick continues, “ I was inter
viewed by a number of companies. Of
these I liked the Bell Labs interview best
—the interviewer knew what he was talk
ing about, and the Labs seemed a highcaliber place.
“ The Labs have a professional atmos
phere, and I’m really impressed by my
working associates. As for my work, I’ve
been on rotating assignments—working
with transistor networks and their meas
urement techniques, studying magnetic

Poor old m an gy Sh ee dy was hounded by a lack of confidence! Every girl

he talked to told him he was barking up the wrong tree. “ Fido’nt get a
date pretty soon,” he howled, "I’m gonna flea the campus and go home
to mutter.” Then he got wise to Wildroot Cream-Oil.
Now he has confidence in any situation because
he nose his hair looks healthy and handsome, the way
Nature intended . . . neat but not greasy. Contains the
heart of Lanolin, the very best part of Nature’s finest hair
and scalp conditioner. Get yourself a bottle or tube of
Wildroot Cream-Oil, America’s biggest selling hair tonic.
It gives you the confidence you need to be a gay dog.

“ In addition to the job, I attend Labconducted classes on a graduate level
several times a week. Besides that, the
Labs are helping me get a Ph.D. at
Columbia by giving me time off to get to
late afternoon classes. That’s the kind of
co-operation you really appreciate from
your company.
“ What are important to me are the op
portunities offered by the job and the
work itself. My wife and I own a house
near Murray Hill, and we’ve found a lot
of friends through the Labs. All in all,
I think I’m in the right kind of place.”

Dick. Abraham is typical of the many young men
who are finding their careers in the Bell System.
Similar career opportunities exist in the Bell
T elephone C om panies, W estern Electric and
Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer has
more information about these companies.

* 0/1 3 1 So. Harris Hill Rd., Williamsville,N.Y.

W ild ro o t C re a m -O il
give s you co n fid e n ce !
W ildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N . Y.

drum circuitry, and doing classified work
on Nike. This experience is tremendous.

I___

Bell
Telephone
System

J
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UNH Team Enters Debating Tournament
Four U N H debaters were due to arrive at W illiam sburg, V ir
ginia, today in order to participate in the M a r s h a ll-W y t h e ^ b a t e
Tournament at the College of W illiam and M ary. The U N H de
baters will be among the representatives of about twenty-fi\e col
leges and universities attending the annual affair. Harvard, U versity of Ohio, George W ashington University, Duke University
and Notre Dame University are among the potential opponents tor
U N H in its twelve contests.
‘Resolved, That the Nonagricultural
Industries of the United States should
Guarantee their Employees an Annual
W age,” is the topic for debate at this
tournament. U N H debated the same topic
at the University of Vermont Tourna
ment last November and placed among
the ton ranking teams present, winning
eight of its ten contests.
.
The four-man team representing UMM
at William and Mary is made up of two
affirmative and two negative members.
Sophomore Donald Whittum and William
Quimby are on the affirmative side and
senior Lawrence O ’Connell and freshman
Donald Stoddard are taking the negative
S1 Mr. William R. Dresser of the English
Department is accompanying the debaters
on the trip. Mr. Dresser is coach and
faculty advisor o f the U N H Debating
Society and will act as faculty critic at
William and Mary this weekend.
British should “ Clear out” of Ireland
and allow the country to> reunify, de
clared Deputy Prime Minister W illiam
N orton of Ireland in Boston M onday.

B U C K ’S
CAFE
The Place to Enjoy
G o o d Com pany
DOVER, N. H.

1 SC H O O L ST.

Student Union Board Elects
Officers, Plans Nite O f Sin
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Poultry Judging Team Goes
To New York Laboratories
Five members of the Poultry Judging
Team from the Department o k Poultry
Husbandry at U N H recently visited the
vast
Lederle
Laboratories
Division,
American Cyanamid Company in Pearl
River, New York.
While guests of Lederle, the group
|saw many of the research and maunfacturing facilities of the 600 acre laboratories.
They also conferred with members of
the Lederle research staff.
Included in the group were: Paul J
Fenton, Jr., Edward F. Hutchinson, Mat
thew B. Lonsdale, Peter B. Mooney, and
Robert R. Rollins.

WMDR

6:00
7 :00
7:15
7:30
8:00
8:45
9:00
9:30
9:35
10:00
11:00
11:15
11:55

650 O N THE DIAL
Morning Programs

(none Sunday)

Sunrise Serenade
Lucky Strike News
Sunrise Serenade
M orning News
Sunrise Serenade
Sign O ff

7:00
7:30
7:45
8:30
8:35
8:58

Wednesday Evening
M usic Y ou W ant
Sports Roundup
Lucky Strike News
M usic For Y ou _
Caravan of M usic
M ystery M elody Tim e
M oonlight Serenade
M id-Evening News
M oonlight Serenade
M usic Y ou W ant
Old Gold Tim e with Jill C orey
M usic In Y our M ood
M idnight News

Thursday Evening

Father Roland Reny Speaks
6:00 M usic Y ou W ant
7:00 Les Brow n Show
At Newman Club Tonight
7:15 Lucky Strike News
7:30 W estern Roundup
Father Roland Reny, Base Chaplain
A new slate of officers was elected at
8:00 All That’ s New
at the Portsmouth Air Base, will be the
a. meeting of the Student Union Board Frosh Succeed . . .
8:15 T op N otch Tunes
guest speaker at the next meeting of
held on January 11. Selected as president
Newman Club tonight at 7 :30 in the
:00 Sndtlight on a Star
(continued from page 3)
was Donald Brenton. Ron Samone was
9:30 M id-Evening News
St. Thomas More Church Hall.
relations.”
The
integrity
of
each
of
the
chosen vice president; Pat O ’Brien, secre
9:35 Spotlight on a Star
Father Reny, who is a native of Lewis
individual
disciplines
was
preserved.
But
tary; Joanne Cournoyer, corresponding
10:00 M usic Y ou W ant
ton, Maine ,is a major in the Air Force.
there
were
opportunities
for
cross-refer
secretary; and Fred Putney, treasurer.
11:00 O ld Gold Tim e with Jill Corey He studied at the University of Lorraine
Paul Jutras was selected as the holdover ences, and a limited amount of work was 11:15 Music In Y our Mood
in Belgium, and has served this country
assigned which cut across course bound
member.
11:55 M idnight News
both in Europe and the Pacific, particul
aries.
The Board discussed plans for the
12:00 Sign O ff
arly in Korea since W orld W ar II. H e
The
students
taking
part
were
selected
annual “ Nite of Sin” which will be held
is expected to speak about some of his
Friday
Evening
from
a
larger
group
chosen
on
a
basis
of
this year on March 9 and 10. They ap
experiences as a chaplain in the Air
high
records
and
recommendations
of
pointed Guy Harriman as chairman of
Force, and to describe certain aspects of
M usic Y ou W ant
6:00
the affair, and selected “ Haiti” as the school principals. Several dozen were in 7:00 Sports Roundup
the new air base in Newington.
theme. A search is now under way to find vited to take a battery of tests to ascer 7:15 Lucky Strike News
Immediately after the meeting there
acts (pertaining to the theme) for the tain their general college aptitude and 7:30 R ock and R oll Party
will be tryouts for the Newman Club
proficiency in English and mathematics.
stage show.
.
play “ Thunder Rock.”
:00 Proudly W e Hail
The Student Union is planning to hold Those placing at the top were selected. 8:30 M auro’ s Madhouse
its annual banquet at the Rockingham Last year’s group consisted of 20 resi 9:00 M onotone
dents of North Carolina and six from
Hotel on Thursday, Feb. 9.
9:30 M id-E vening News
out of state, and the in-state and out-of9:35 M onotone
state ratio is about the same for this
10:00 M usic Y ou W ant
year’s group,
W anted: M ail Carrier
11:00 O ld Gold Tim e with Jill Corey
Based on he first year’s experience, in 11:15 M usic In Y our Mood
The United States Civil Service Com
cluding appraisals by the freshmen them 11:55 M idnight News
mission announces an examination for
The Botany club is presenting Mr. Ray
selves, a few changes are being made
career appointment as substitute clerk,
mond D. W ood, A.R.P.S. of Mt. K isco,
Sunday Evening
this year. The most notable is the shifting
substitute carrier, substitute clerk-carrier,
N. Y., in an illustrated lecture entitled
of philosophy from the first to the sec
Music Y ou Want
at the Durham, N. H., post office. The
Bogs, Barrens and Byroads on Monday
ond semester, so that work of the first 6:00
Sports Roundup
rate of pay is $1.82 an hour for substi
evening, February 13 at 8:00 p.m. in
semester will serve as a preparation for 7:00
Lucky Strike News
tutes. Increases are given according _to
the “ shock of abstract thinking.” It is 7:15 New England Adventure
Murkland Auditorium.
length of service. Additional information
The program will cover the arctic-al
unusual for freshmen to study philosophy 7:30
Bob Reny Show
and application forms may be obtained
pine flowers of Mt. Washington, the flow
but it is a part of the experimental pro 8:00
A s Y ou Like It
at the Durham post office. Applications
9:00
ers of the Appalachian forest, the New
gram because of the role of philosophy
M id-Evening News
must be field with the Regional Director,
in interpretating and interrelating the 9:30
Jersey Pine Barren flowers, the flowers
First U. S. Civil Service Region, Post
9:35 Recorded Music
of the southern coastal plains and the
other basic areas o f knowledge
Office and Courthouse Building, Boston
10:00 Music Y ou W ant
southern Appalachian mountains.
One other by-product of the projects is
M usic In Y our Mood
9, Massachusetts, and will be accepted
Mr. W ood is well-known in botanical
until further notice. Persons desiring an additional experiment this year in 11:55 M idnight News
circles, traveling throughout the East at
early
consideration
for
appointment having 26 average freshmen take four
various times during the year to give
Monday Evening
should apply promptly.
_____ courses together, so that they may Bene
shows at the New York Botanical
fit individually from the esprit de corps
M
usic
Y
ou
W
ant
Garden, of which he is a member; at
of their own group. Prof. William Wells 6:00
Billy
May-Stan
Kenton
Show
the Hudson River Museum; at the annual
of the English department has withdrawn 7:00
Lucky Strike News_
meeting of the Jocelin Botanical Society
from the venture with the superior group 7:15
M usic For Late Diners
in M aine; and the evening before appear
and has organized the basic program for 7:30
:00 H ouse of Sounds
ing here in Durham he will give a show
the 26 average freshmen.
9:00 Recorded Music
ing at Yale University in New Haven,
9:30 M id-Evening News
Conn. The American Institute of Botani
Chin.g Chow Say: W h o can deny— too
9:35 Recorded Music
cal Sciences, which is holding its meeting
much consulting confounds.
10:00 M usic Y ou W ant
in Peterborough this coming August, has
11:00 O ld Gold Tim e with Jill Corey invited Mr. W ood to present his pro
11:15 R ock Roland Show
gram there.
11:55 M idnight News
Not only the botanically minded, but
also those interested in photography will
Tuesday Evening
especially enjoy this show, for his floral
DURHAM, N E W HAMPSHIRE
6:00 M usic Y ou W ant
studies in Ektachrome are works of art,
7:00 Join The Navy
and one distinguished scientist and stu
Week Beginning Friday, Feb. 10
7:15 Lucky Strike News
dent of plants has said of Mr. W ood,
7:30 Variety In Music
“ in my opinion, he takes the best colored
Fri.-Sat.
Feb. 10-11
8:30 Recorded Music
slides in the East!”
9:00 Recorded Music
This special program is open to all,
C O U N T THREE A N D PRAY
9:30 M id-Evening News
with no admission. The Botany Club ex
9:35 Campus Variety
Cinemascope and Color
tends a warm welcome to anyone, on
10:00 M usic Y ou W ant
campus or off, who wishes to attend the
Van Heflin
Joanne W oodw ard
11:00 O ld Gold Tim e with Jill Corey program.
11:15 Music In Y our Mood
Sun.-Mon.
Feb. 12-13
11:55 M idnight News

Botanist Presents
Illustrated Lecture

11:00

Why Chancellor Adenauer
reads The Reader’s Digest

FRANKLIN

Student Union Plans G a la
Valentine Hop For Carnival

ARTISTS A N D M O D E L S

PORTSMOUTH'S

Vista Vision and Color
Dean Martin
Jerry Lewis
Tues.-Wed.

N IG H T O F THE HUNTER
'Jn my country more than 500,000 people read the Digest
in German each month. And they read not only about the
people of the United States, but about the people of all
nations. The Reader’s Digest has forged a new instrument

Robert Mitchum

Shelley Winters

Thurs.

English Com edy

— KONRAD A DENAU ER, Chancellor of West Germany

NOW !

Sun.-Sat.

THE LIEUTENANT W O R E SKIRTS
cinemascope

THE ONE AND ONLY BENCHLEY. When told his drink

BOOK CONDENSATION: I W AS SLAVE IE -2 4 1 IN THE
SOVIET UNION. Seized without cause, John Noble
You don’t need a law degree to know that this
is a shirt with real comfort built in. Why?^
The new Arrow Lido has no top button. Your
tie closes the collar neatly, always. You can
wear it open, too, and look just as smart.
Arrow Lido in tattersalls, other checks, or

PRIVATE LIFE OF ADOLF HITLER.

W as the Fuehrer
insane? Did he really marry his mistress Eva
Braun the very night before they planned to kill
themselves? Is his body secretly buried? Hitler’s
personal valet reveals hitherto unknown facts.

solids, just $5.95,

j Get February Reader’s Digest
| . at your newsstand today—only 25& |
I
!

technicolor

for the
ARROW Lido

(a U.S. citizen) was sent to a Russian concentra
tion camp to work in a coal mine. In episodes from
Viig forthcoming book, “ Slave IE -241,” Noble tells
of Red brutality . . . and how the “ slaves” rebelled
in 1953— a revolt he’s sure can occur again.

U

and

Errol Flynn in
THE W AR RIO RS

It's an
"open and shut case"

was slow poison, Benchley quipped, “ So who’s in
a hurry?” . . . Chuckles from the life of one of
America’s best-loved humorists.

A
H

Sheree North

St. Valentine will reign supreme at
the Carnival W eek-end Dance spon
sored by the Student Union Social
Recreation Committee. This gala event
will be held on Saturday, February 18
from eight until eleven forty-five>at the
Notch. D ycon K ring’s Com bo will pro
vide music to set everyone in the m ood
for dancing.
#
.
Co-chairmen of the affair are Claire
Bagley and Dale Gifford. M ary _ Lee
Estes heads the decoration committee,
and D onald Reed is planning refresh
ments.
A dm ission is free.

LEARN TO LIVE WITH YOUR W ORRIES.

Some anxie
ties spur you to greater effort. But many simply
distort your judgment, wear you down. Ardis
Whitman tells the kind of worry you should learn to
overcome, how to put sensible anxieties to good use.

*

Feb. 12-18

Tom Ewell

Plus!

O U T IN G CLUB BENEFIT

WALT DISN EY's

THE AFRIC AN LION

One Show O N LY at 6:30

In February Reader’s
Digest don’t miss:

Ends Saturday, Feb. 11

Technicolor!

Feb. 16

SCOTCH ON THE ROCKS

for understanding among men.”

C010HJAI#

Feb. 14-15

45 articles of lasting interest, including the best from leading
m agazines and current books, condensed to save your time.

t
—A

R R O W — first in fashion
S H IR T S • T IE S • S L A C K S
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j
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finals, the sisters entertained members
of the faculty at their annual Faculty
(continued from page 4)
T ea.
Crutches are the cry at Alpha Chi!
death o f their dog, Fido. H e was run
over by a car last Thursday night. Rest It all started with Gail Lavender, and
vacation brought Cathy O lney and
in peace.
The sisters o f Phi Mu are looking Judy Kirk hobbling into the house on
forward to a successful semester with them. D on ’t know what the story is,
The annual “ New Hampshire” banquet
a new slate of officers — Jan Prentis, but it’s catching. N ew officers are
was held on Friday Jan. 20, at the Exeter
Pres.; Jane Brown, V. P .; Jody Libby, M ary Lou Parkhurst, Pres.; Carolyn
Inn, where the members of the start
Sec.; and M eg Hutchinson, Treas. The Knubel and D eb W illm an, V . Pres’ s.;
thoroughly enjoyed a delicious lobster
girls
teamed up with Sigma Beta last Sylvia R oberts and Joanna Liam os,
dinner. The evening was highihghted by
Tuesday
afternoon for the first co-rec. S ec’s.; and Betty D owner, Treas. The
two major events, the presentation of the
volleyball
game of the season when pledges have been hard at w ork this
New Hampshire Personal Achievement
they
handed
the Alpha Chi’s and week on their skit for the coffee hour
Trophy for 1956 and the changing of the
S
A
E
’s
a
sound
defeat. O ver at Alpha with Theta Chi tonight. Lambda Chi
editorship of the New Hampshire.
#
— they’ve
X
i
they
have
the
skiing bug_— that’s is getting set for Carnival ■
The staff of the New Hampshire
planned a coffee hour and buffet supper
why
Brow
nie
ended
up
in
H
ood
elected Charles F. Phillips Jr. to re
House. Gail Haslam set the record for to precede their party that Saturday
ceive the Trophy which was presented to
miles
travelled over vacation — don’t night. The party theme, Evening in
him by former editor Jack Hoey. Chuck
know
why she wanted to go to Calir Paris, sounds g ood ! On the list o f
Phillips has devoted himself unselfishly
fornia.
The sisters are planning a c o f officers they have T om Phelan, Pres.;
to many organizations and has been on
fee
hour
with Lambda Chi tom orrow B ob Barriault, V. Pres.; R on H o l
the Dean’s List since he arrived at the
night.
Ahem
! N ew officers are Joan brook, Sec.; and Forrest M cK erley,
University. Chuck accepted the Trophy
Picard,
Pres.;
D ew ie W hite, V . Pres.; Treas. Acacia has com e up with great
very humbly and graciously.
Jackie Mullin and D ebbie L ow e, Secs.; Carnival plans, too — a costume dinThe second highlight of the evening
ner-dance is on the schedule for Sat.
and Pat Hirlehy, Treas.
occurred when the editorship for the new
nite. It will be held at the Folsom -S a1Phi Mu Delta has that decorating ter H ouse in Portsm outh and will fea
year was transferred from Jack Hoey
fever too — the downstairs floors are ture dancing to the music of John
to Mary Kilgore, former secretary and
shining with a new refinishing job, and H ow e. Officers are — Paul W hetton,
News Editor. She will be supported by
a truckload of new furniture is on its Pres.; Gus Caldwell, V. Pres.; H ow ie
a very able and obliging staff, ^he new
way. The Delts celebrated vacation in Ross, Sec.; and Kurk Hellburg, Treas.
year promises to bring an even better
a big way — they ended it up on. a gay
New Hampshire.
Kappa Delta pledges are enter
note last Sat. nite with a party at Pete
taining the pledges of all the other
Dunlap’s house. The house’ s new o f
sororities at a tea tonight from 7 to 9.
ficers are Bud Lawrence, Pres.; D ick
V ogue M odel Contest
A great idea! Their new officers are
Eliott, V . Pres.; and D ick Gaudett,
Sahy Frobisher, Pres.; Dee Owen, V .
Vogue Magazine, which has created
Retiring Editor Hoey, on right, presenting Chuck Phillips with the New Sec. Pi K A jumped on the band Pres.; Ann Merrill, Sec.; and Janet
some of the world’s most famous fashion
wagon
by
redecorating
the
living
Conger, Treas.
models, today announced in its February Hampshire Personal Achievement Trophy for 1956. Philips was chosen for
quarters of the house during vacation
1 issue that Vogue’s editors and art di the award from a field of 18 candidates by the votes of President Johnson, I he
Kappa Sig had five brothers gradu
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thing special: the O l d S p i c e scent — brisk, crisp, fresh as
all outdoors . . . the tang of that vigorous astringent — ban
ishes shave-soap film, heals tiny razor nicks. Splash on
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finals, the sisters entertained members
of the faculty at their annual Faculty
(continued from page 4 )
T ea.
Crutches are the cry at Alpha Chi!
death of their dog, Fido. H e was run
over by a car last Thursday night. Rest It all started with Gail Lavender, and
vacation brought Cathy O lney and
in peace.
The sisters of Phi Mu are looking Judy Kirk hobbling into the house on
forward to a successful semester with them. D on ’t know what the story is,
a new slate of officers — Jan Prentis, but it’s catching. N ew officers are
Pres.; Jane Brown, V. P .; Jody Libby, Mary Lou Parkhurst, Pres.; Carolyn
Sec.; and M eg H utchinson, Treas. The Knubel and Deb W illm an, V . Pres’ s.;
girls teamed up with Sigma Beta last Sylvia R oberts and Joanna Liam os,
Tuesday afternoon for the first co-rec. Sec’s.; and Betty D owner, Treas. The
volleyball game of the season when pledges have ibeen hard at w ork this
they handed the Alpha Chi’s and week on their skit for the coffee hour
S A E ’s a sound defeat. O ver at Alpha with Theta Chi tonight. Lambda Chi
X i they have the skiing b u g — that’s is getting set for Carnival — they’ve
why Brow nie ended uip in H ood planned a coffee hour and buffet supper
House. Gail Haslam set the record for to precede their party that Saturday
miles travelled over vacation — don’t night. The party theme, Evening in
know why she wanted to go to Calir Paris, sounds g ood ! On the list o f
fornia. The sisters are planning a c o f officers they have T om Phelan, Pres.;
fee hour with Lambda Chi tom orrow B ob Barriault, V. Pres.; Ron H ol
night. Ahem ! N ew officers are Joan brook, Sec.; and Forrest M cK erley,
Picard, Pres.; D ew ie W hite, V . Pres.; Treas. Acacia has com e up with great
Jackie Mullin and D ebbie L ow e, Secs.; Carnival plans, to o — a costume dinner-dance is on the schedule for Sat.
and Pat Hirlehy, Treas.
nite. It will be held at the F olsom -S a1Phi Mu Delta has that decorating ter H ouse in Portsm outh and will fea
fever too — the downstairs floors are ture dancing to the music of John
shining with a new refinishing job, and H ow e. Officers are — Paul W hetton,
a truckload of new furniture is on its Pres.; Gus Caldwell, V. Pres.; H ow ie
way. The Delts celebrated vacation in Ross, Sec.; and Kurk Hellburg, Treas.
a big way — they ended it up on. a gay
Kappa Delta pledges are enter
note last Sat. nite with a party at Pete
taining the pledges of all the other
Dunlap’s house. The house’ s new o f
sororities at a tea tonight from 7 to 9.
ficers are Bud Lawrence, Pres.; D ick
A great idea! Their new officers are
Eliott, V . Pres.; and D ick Gaudett,
SaUy Frobisher, Pres.; Dee Owen, V .
Retiring Editor Hoey, on right, presenting Chuck Phillips with the New Sec. Pi K A jumped on the band Pres.; Ann Merrill, Sec.; and Janet
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fore the final vote. Chuck was instrumental in the forming of the Student famous group, the O yster River 5 plus gelo. A lon g with the other February
Church, was president of IDC his sophomore and junior years, has been on the \l/2 , made its T .V . -debut — on Guest graduates we wish them luck in the
H ouse in Manchester and then on the
Freshman Camp Staff for the past three years, and is a member of Senior
hard, cruel w orld! Big plans for Carni
Skulls and Treasurer of Student Senate, in addition to being a consistant program of Close Harmony.
Taking a look at Theta Chi, their val are in the making — they’re^team
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new slate of officers consists of D on ing up with Theta Kap for their Sat.
H olyroid, Pres.; Sandy Am idon, V. nite shindig. Redecorating the living
Rev. Hayden . . .
Pres.; W alt Hall, Sec.; and Ike room is on the agenda o f things to come.

Personal Achievement

Staff Honors Phillips
At Annual Banquet
The annual “ New Hampshire” banquet
was held on Friday Jan. 20, at the Exeter
Inn, where the members of the staff
thoroughly enjoyed a delicious lobster
dinner. The evening, was highilighted by
two major events, the presentation of the
New Hampshire Personal Achievement
Trophy for 1956 and the changing of the
editorship of the New Hampshire.
_
The staff of the New Hampshire
elected Charles F. Phillips Jr. to re
ceive the Trophy which was presented to
him by former editor Jack Hoey. Chuck
Phillips has devoted himself unselfishly
to many organizations and has been on
the Dean’s List since he arrived at the
University. Chuck accepted the Trophy
very humbly and graciously.
The second highlight of the evening
occurred when the editorship for the new
year was transferred from Jack Hoey
to Mary Kilgore, former secretary and
News Editor. She will be supported by
a very able and obliging staff. The new
year promises to bring an even better
New Hampshire.

V ogue M odel Contest
Vogue Magazine, which has created
some of the world’s most famous fashion
models, today announced in its February
1 issue that Vogue’s editors and art di
rectors are searching for a new face and
figure to present fashion to America
a new model, someone who hasn t ap
peared in national magazines before.
The February _ 1 issue of Vogue an
nounces that this is a^ contest for a
new great mannequin to join the company
o f famous models who appear in Vogue s
pages.” The rules and entry blank appear
in Vogue’s February 1 issue. Deadline
for entries is midnight, March 1, 1956.
The magazine is looking for someone
whose personality and features, figure
and way-of-wearing clothes * combine to
meet the standard Vogue sets for the
presentation of fashion. According to the
magazine, the editors are frequently asked
about the Vogue model — what it is
that makes her a great fashion manne
quin.
“ The answer is: not just beauty — in
fact ,she doesn’t always have to be a
beauty by conventional standards, Vogue
says. “ Not just a certain age — several
o f the all-time great models ranged from
their late ’teens on into their forties. And
not just a given set of measurements —
although the range of measurements is
limited.”
.
.
,
Vogus says thatwhat is required of
her is “ individuality, freshness, variety,
elegance — and the luck to be photo
genic.”
,
Women wishing
to enter V ogu es
model contest must fill out the entry
blank (or a reasonable facsimile) in the
February 1 issue and send it in along
with three photographs: a close up of the
face; a full-figure, from head to toe, in
a dress; and a full-length figure in a
bathing suit. Photographs must not be
larger than 8” x 10” nor smaller than
2% " x 2*4". Snapshots will do, but they
must be recent.
This woman will receive a threemonths’ exclusive contract to pose for
Vogue. She will be paid a retainer fee
o f $100 a week for the three months she
is in New York, plus model fees at the
regular Vogue rate for beginners for
modelling assignments performed. All
finalists will be introduced to the leading
model agencies.
Any woman over 18 years of age who
has not modelled professionally in any
national magazine is eligible to enter

*
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Roberts’ Rules Don’t
Cite Rushing, But --

Fraternity rushing opened Monday and
it looks as though books and girls will
be taking a back seat for the following
weeks. “ Rushing” is certainly a British
understatement. On Monday nights the
fraternity men will visit the rushees in
the dormitories. (Hint 1: have your
room clean.)
Wednesday night the
rushees visit the houses to look over the
living quarters and become better ac
quainted with the brothers. Threadbare
small talk will come out of mothballs in
the annual amenities.
Those who have complained there is
nothing to do on Saturday _nights will
appreciate the fraternity parties to which
rushees are invited. (Hint 2: stay sober.)
The period of excitement and inde
cision comes to an end March 8, when
bids are given out at the Organization
Room in Commons.
Rushing should be entered with an open
mind. Regardless of what others say, it
is up to every mature individual to make
his own decision, judging each house as
he finds it.
It’s all very informal, tiring fun!

Greek Gossip

(continued from page 1)

delivered a paper to the National Col
lege Student Workers at Lake _Forest,
Illinois last summer, on the Philosophy
of Student Work.
Rev. Hayden has written several arti
cles for Encounter, Advance, and the
Inter-Collegian magazines. He also wrote
a chapter for the Student W orker Man
ual.
The Christian Association has grown
since Rev. Hayden arrived on campus in
1950. Over 500 students take part in
some phase of the program during a
school year, not including those who at
tend Student Church. The program has
grown to include over 20 activities.

Schneider, Treas. T onight the brothers
will entertain the Alpha Chi’s at a cof
fee hour. Chi Omega’s new officers are
Jan Drew, Pres.; Diane M cLane, V.
Pres.; Gerry Buldoc, Sec.; and Bev
Kopka, Treas. Before the onslaught of
each girl feel
and for others.
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Family Departs
Along with Hank will go his_ wife
Betty-Jane, and their three children
David, 11; Deirdre, 8; and Jeremy, 2
The entire University campus will great
ly miss the Hayden family, but wishesthem success n California and hope that
t W will return for a visit in the near
future.

Lynch's
Beauty Shoppe

Vogue’s model search, but the magazine
says that anyone under 21 must have
written consent of her parents. ____
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